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TOWN OF BEDFORD, NEW YORK  
Study and Report of Emergency Service and 

Wireless Telecommunications Infrastructure 

Master Plan 



• Company started in Florida in 1997 

• Offices in Florida, Georgia, North Carolina and Washington, DC 

• Exclusively serve government clientele with unbiased information  

• Company goals and objectives consistent with Federal Statutory, 

Decisional and Regulatory Law 

• Assists local government with:  

o Wireless Master Planning 

o Site Application Engineering review  

o Ordinance review 

o Leasing and Development of Public Property 

 

 

 

 



• Company began 36 years ago 

• Specializes in public safety communications 

• Provides consulting services for the full life cycle of public safety 

radio system and 9-1-1 system projects 

• Knowledge includes:  

o Land Mobile Radio Systems 

o Land Mobile Radio Technologies 

o Broadband/Advanced Wireless Technologies 

o Frequency Bands 

o Manufacturers Systems and Equipment 

o Backhaul systems 

o 9-1-1, CAD/RMS, dispatch centers, video wall 

 

 

 



Project Purpose 

Develop Emergency Services and Wireless 
Telecommunications Infrastructure Master Plan for the 

Town 
 

Emergency Services  
• Federal Engineering proposes to complete needs assessment, 

evaluation and study of current state of Town's emergency radio 
system including coverage and capacity including considerations of 
Westchester County’s ongoing emergency service system upgrade 
 

Commercial Wireless Telecommunications Infrastructure Master Plan 
• CityScape Consultants proposes to conduct an assessment of 

existing commercial wireless deployment activity, provide 
theoretical gap analysis, solutions to fill network gaps consistent 
with Town’s Wireless Telecommunications Facilities development 
standards. 



Federal Engineering Project Examples 

Town of Avon, CT – Radio system consulting services 

• Assess existing public safety communications network 

• Determine future needs and present recommendations 

  

Town of Bedford, NY – FE will provide similar consulting services 

• Conduct interviews to determine future needs 

• Review data from interviews and Town to assess existing public safety 

communications system 

• Utilize FEPerformancePro™ to identify coverage deficiencies and 

propose alternatives 

• Prepare coverage maps and draft report 

 



Wireless Infrastructure Data Collection 

• Mapping existing antenna 
locations 

• Base Map for Analysis 

• Site visits to each location 

• Collection of site data 

• Development of infrastructure 
inventory 

• Base for gap analysis 
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Macro and Small Wireless Facilities 

Typical 

coverage 

1-10 

miles 

75’ to 

400’ tall 

15’ to 

50’ tall 



Wireless Infrastructure Gap Analysis 

• Yellow = Indoor coverage 

• Green = In vehicle coverage 

• Blue = Outdoor 
coverage/poor service areas 

• Gray = No coverage 

• Capacity = 50% reduction in 
coverage in densely 
populated areas 



Population Analysis 



10-Year Projections 



Scope of Services Overview 

TASK 1: Project Commencement and Initiation 

A.  Preliminary research for data assessments 

B.  Project Initiation meeting 

TASK 2: Infrastructure, Operational and Emergency Radio Telecomm Needs 

Assessments 

A.  Public Safety interviews 

B.  All infrastructure assessments 

TASK 3: Inventory Catalog 

A.  Public safety assessment data review 

B.  Infrastructure assessment data reviews and draft inventory catalog 

TASK 4: Engineering, Preliminary Mapping and Analysis 

A.  Coverage analysis, propagation and asset mapping 

B.  Public safety analysis and mapping  

C.  Remote public safety teleconference 

D.  Public wireless infrastructure workshop 

 

 

 

 



TASK 5: Ordinance Review and Amendment Recommendations 

A.  Review of existing land use development standards and processes 

TASK 6: Draft of Wireless Master Plan 

A.  Emergency response radio system report summary 

B.  Draft Plan of all commercial findings and mapping 

TASK 7: Project Completion 

A.  Submittal of final plan documents 

B.  Meeting/Workshop to present final Wireless Master Plan 

 

 

 

Scope of Services Overview 



Initial Inventory 

per RFP 

 
• 4 Radio Sites 

• 4 Public Safety 

Sites 

 

 
(Fox Lane site has both radio and 

public safety equipment) 



Question 1: 

Describe your role in the City of Rye DAS issue. 

 

• CityScape was contacted in 2016 by a local law firm who was hired by a 

citizen group seeking an unbiased review of a proposed small wireless 

facility deployment in the City of Rye. 

• CityScape provided: 

 Educational information provided to the City on wireless network 

deployment. 

 An independent review of the materials submitted by Crown 

Castle from an engineering, land use planning and legal 

perspective. 

 Proposed alternative network design using fewer new poles 

outside the ROW. 

 Attended public meeting to present information and answer 

questions. 



Question 2: 
Clarify how many on-site meetings are included in the proposal. At what 
rate will additional meetings be charged? 

• Included in the scope are (3) three meetings:  
1. Project initiation meeting 
2. Public workshop presentation on initial master plan findings 
3. Final master plan presentation 

• Additional CS meetings/workshops estimated not to exceed $3,000 per meeting 

and will be based on required presentation and necessary attendance of number 

of CS representative(s) to attend 

Question 3: 

Will existing cell sites be evaluated for coverage as well as capacity?  

• Yes, all master plan projects take into consideration both coverage and 

capacity based on population and other variables. 



Question 4: 

In your previous work developing Master Plans what have you found to 

be the primary issues of wireless facility placement that affect 

residential real estate values/sales, both positive and negative, 

including, but not necessarily limited to issues of wireless use, visual 

impact and general perceptions?  

• CityScape does not offer real estate appraisals nor does CityScape 

have any partnerships or business relationships with appraisal firms.   

• CityScape has attended many hearings over the years and heard 

real estate appraisal firms provide: evidence of no devaluation of 

property values; evidence of increased property values; and 

evidence of decreased property values on properties in line of sight 

of wireless infrastructure.  

• CityScape will strategize and offer suggestions to communities who 

want to maintain viewsheds and minimize the appearance of 

wireless infrastructure within their community. 



Question 5: 
Have you worked with a community which is similar to Bedford (terrain, 

population density, community values – historic, environmental, visual)?  

• Yes, CityScape has worked in communities of all sizes, terrain, 

historical, environmental etc. We have found each community 

project is different based on the goals and objectives of the project. 

a. If so, what have you found to be the greatest challenges?  

• CityScape approaches each client the same way regardless of 

census characteristics, geological, historic and community 

particulars. Our work is founded on appreciating local opinions, 

goals and objectives relative to wireless deployment; discovering, 

analyzing and presenting the wireless footprint; comparing this 

information to federal, state and local codes; and strategizing win-

win solutions for all stakeholders on future deployment plans.   

b. In those cases, how did competing needs/values ultimately impact the 

final Master Plan?  

• All are identified, addressed and incorporated in long range 

planning objectives. 

 

 

 



Question 6: 
What methodology do you plan to use to determine wireless need in 

Bedford? What sources & types of information and/or type of data do you 

plan to collect (i.e. call logs, interviews, emissions testing, etc.)?  

• Cityscape’s master plan process along with stakeholder input allows for 

a customized plan for the Town. This proven methodology unfolds 

throughout the process as described in the presentation. 

• Pursuant to Federal Law and FCC decisional law, local government 

may not consider RF emissions in connection with wireless siting, but 

may only request a certification or statement that the applicant meets 

the applicable FCC standards regarding RF emissions.  Accordingly, 

Cityscape would not be engaged in any RF emission testing as it 

relates to either individual sites over overall wireless "need".   

• Furthermore, the FCC in their 3rd Report and Order of October 2018 

eliminated the concept of capacity or coverage "need" as a basis for 

siting wireless infrastructure in public rights of way, so for that subset of 

infrastructure the issue is completely moot now. 



Question 7: 

How do your findings of cellular data coverage and capacity compare to 

those of the major carriers? Was it more, less or about the same as 

they have documented?  

• CityScape uses theoretical mapping simulating high and low 

frequencies from existing sites. This modeling is an approximation, 

averaging technologies since different carriers use different systems 

i.e. LTE, AWS etc. and operates on different frequencies. The 

mapping models indicating coverage and capacity would be similar 

but not exact to each individual carrier.  

• This mapping program is the closest modeling known to date and 

would be the closest without recognizing the business projections of 

each carrier. The overall design will indicate where there are gaps in 

services and identify areas of projected growth. 



Question 8: 
What is your experience with developing a Master Plan that includes 

an analysis that takes into account the rolling out or future roll out of 

5G cellular service?  

• Proposed 5G  will be using millimeter frequencies in spectrum 

starting at 24GHz and up is currently experimental and in testing 

mode with inconclusive results. Service providers are just rolling 

out what they are calling 5G but is actually an evolution to 5G. 

Small wireless facilities and shorter poles is what is being used for 

this deployment. 

• The wireless master plan contemplates the impending 5G rollout 

and addresses small wireless facilities within the plan. 



Question 9: 
Can you provide a potential 

project-specific personnel 

organizational chart?  

• The Master Plan project will be a 

collaborative efforts, not only key 

individuals from each 

organization, but includes a 

variety of stakeholders working 

together to attain the common 

goals outlined in the Scope of 

Services.  This project 

organizational chart reflects our 

team approach to project 

management.  The CS/FE team 

strives to work in partnership to 

meet all specific goals and 

expectations of the Town. 

Town Staff  
and 

Administration 

Communications 
Advisory 

Committee 

WFWG 

Town 

Board and 
Supervisor 

Town 

Attorney 

Town Planning 

and  
Zoning Board 

  

Public Meetings, 
Hearings and  
Notification 

Town 

Mapping & 

GIS 

Public Safety 

Emergency Radio 
Services 

CS  
RF Analysis 

 Engineering 

Edwards 

  

FE 

Public Safety RF 
Analysis 

Nelson 

CS 

Technical & 

Analytical 
Edwards, Rabold, 

Smith 

FE 

Public Safety 
Technical 

Management 

LePage 

 
FE 

Public Safety 
Network Analysis 

Forehand 

  

CS 

Regulatory 

Lepore, Smith, 
Rabold 

  

  

TOWN OF 
BEDFORD 

CITYSCAPE 
CONSULTANTS 

Team Organization and Collaboration 



Question 10: 
Please clarify how you plan to integrate public safety two way 

communications with first responder wireless needs and non-

emergency citizen wireless needs.  

• During interviews, FE will solicit input from Town first responders on 

interoperability needs and their opinions on integration with non-

emergency wireless networks. 

• During our Coverage Workshop, FE will identify locations/assets that 

could be used to support both public safety and non-emergency citizen 

wireless needs. 

• FE will determine which network or networks voice traffic needs to be 

carried over, broadband data needs, and emergency alerting and 

paging. We will investigate whether the push to talk over cellular 

(PTToC), carrier integrated push to talk, or over the top applications 

are best for First Responders given the networks available. 

• FE will work closely with CityScape and Town stakeholders to explore 

wide area network alternatives that could serve both public safety and 

citizen needs. 

 



Question 11: 
Please outline payment schedule expected if you are awarded the 

contract. 

 

• Costs of services will be invoiced to the Town based on the completion 

and submission of the Tasks and Deliverables.  Payment Schedule to 

be defined in a final approved Scope of Services and Schedule of 

Costs. The estimated timeline for the completed project is 18-26 weeks 

(4 to 6 months). 
 

Estimated schedule: 

• Task 1 - $13,460.00 

• Task 2 - $15,600.00 

• Task 3 - $  9,480.00 

• Task 4 - $32,294.00 

• Task 5 - $  9,100.00 

• Task 6 - $16,825.00 

• Task 7 - $  7,991.00 

 

 
 



Question 12: 
Please address your experience in mitigating environmental and visual 

impact while minimally compromising emergency services communications 

needs and civilian communications needs.  

• Every project involving requirements for a new tower/antenna location requires sensitivity to 

environmental and visual impact. FE has performed electromagnetic radiation analyses on 

multiple tower sites where additional antennas were proposed. Our analysis involved confirming 

that the proposed antennas and power levels were in compliance with Maximum Permissible 

Exposure (MBE) limits set by the FCC for limiting civilian exposure. In some cases, we’ve had to 

recommend alterations to antennas and/or power levels to remain in compliance, while also 

ensuring that the proposed system’s coverage and performance was not compromised. A recent 

project where we performed these analyses was for the City/County of San Francisco, CA. 

• FE works closely with stakeholders to identify site locations that will address coverage 

requirements with minimal impact on the surrounding environment. Some clients have to follow 

aesthetic ordinances for antennas and antenna structures, depending on location. There are 

methods for using RF-transparent paint (for painting antennas), as well as housing antennas 

behind decorative or clandestine barriers, which also have to be RF-transparent (think cell sites 

that look like trees). FE has evaluated RF signal penetration through many different types of 

building materials in all public safety frequency bands, and are very aware of the effects of signal 

loss on communication systems’ coverage and performance. 

• FE has attended public meetings to support clients position, the need for and importance of, 

improving public safety by enhancing radio and cellular communications alleviating residents’ 

concerns. 



Thank you! 


